Financial Edge NXT™
for Community Health Providers
Community health providers are facing greater internal and external pressures
to demonstrate fiscal responsibility and expand their services. This need for
increased transparency coupled with ever-evolving regulatory requirements
means it’s more important than ever for nonprofits to be equipped with
comprehensive tools to record, analyze, and understand all of their financial data.

Solution At-A-Glance
Financial Edge NXT allows community
health providers to:
•

Improve reporting accuracy and
efficiency by producing reports directly
from the system, eliminating margin
for error from exporting data to
spreadsheets

•

Demonstrate accountability to funders
to increase donor retention and
develop a reputation as a fiscally
responsible organization

•

Each user can populate their dashboard with the tasks, records, and reports that
they access most often. Action reminders for meetings, phone calls, and reports
can be displayed on your homepage so you never miss another deadline.

Automate repetitive tasks and organize
specific actions to effectively manage
standardized processes and ensure
timely follow-up

•

Cultivate a deeper understanding
of your organization with real-time
financial analysis on any device

Internal Control Settings

•

Administer more grants with your
existing staff by reducing the amount
of time required to meet grant
reporting requirements

•

Save on the total cost of your software
by letting experts manage your
infrastructure needs in the cloud

•

Forecast and budget with internal and
external reporting support and strong
internal controls

•

Track the impact your mission has
on the community and analyze your
efficiency in delivering programs

Financial Edge NXT is an intuitive, cloud-based fund accounting solution designed
exclusively for nonprofit organizations, so your team can save time on data entry
and reporting while demonstrating effective stewardship—all while making better
strategic decisions with your data.

Features at a Glance
Financial Edge NXT comes with powerful fund accounting features, such as:

Customizable Dashboards

Keep your data secure with advanced user control settings, while allowing
administrators to log in with view-only rights to retrieve pertinent information
without making demands on the accounting staff.

Robust Reporting
Financial Edge NXT provides you with sophisticated reporting tools so you can
prepare tailored reports for your key stakeholders and donors. Comply with
nonprofit accounting standards and donor requirements with dozens of pre-built
reports. Actionable reports allow you to identify patterns and trends so you can
make better decisions for your programs and organization as a whole.
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Best-in-Class Budgeting
Powerful budgeting tools allow you to forecast as many years into the future
as needed, create multiple “what-if” scenarios, and compare actuals vs.
budget performance. Designate budget managers and set budget spending
rules for more control over your budgets. Track budget adjustments for
increased accountability.

Strong Partnership
When you choose Blackbaud, you are choosing to work with a world-class
technology provider that has more than 30 years of experience in delivering
superior nonprofit software and services. Our expert consultants and advisors are
dedicated to providing you with exceptional customer service and training that
include technical, best practice, and outcome-based courses. We want to help
you make the most of your Blackbaud products and give you tools to help grow
your mission in the process.
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Take advantage of comprehensive financial tools for all your needs.
Built as a complete fund accounting solution, Financial Edge NXT also provides tools to manage direct and indirect
allocations, fixed asset and spending controls, payroll, encumbrances, requisitions, and more.

Over 6,000 clients trust Blackbaud to manage their accounting needs.
Read what some of them have to say.

“Financial Edge NXT
provides us with powerful
functionality – from
advanced search
capabilities that will save
us time to reporting power
that we haven’t had
before.”

“The ability of staff to
develop multiple report
styles has enhanced our
productivity, specifically
with the reporting needs of
healthcare organizations
like us. The ability to
manipulate any report,
any way we want makes
Financial Edge unmatched
in the industry.”

“From the moment that I
started using Financial
Edge, I fell in love with the
product, and it has never
disappointed me.”

–Russ Dubuc,
CFO, Community Health Systems

–Christopher Dons,
CFO, Lawndale Christian Health Center

–Joy Sloan,
CFO, Cross Timbers Health Clinic

Features of Financial Edge NXT
•

General Ledger

•

Accounts Receivable

•

Budget Management

•

Project, Grant, and
Endowment Management

•

WebInvoicing and
WebPurchasing

•

Allocation Management

•

Accounting Queue

•

Advanced Security

•

Purchase Orders

•

Cash Management

•

Accounts Payable

•

Reporting

•

Consolidation Management

•

Blackbaud University
On-Demand Training

•

Application Programming
Interface

•

Cash Receipts

•

Fixed Assets

•

Accounting Forms

•

Payroll

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud provides software, services, expertise, and data intelligence that
empowers and connects people to advance the social good movement. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations,
corporations, education institutions, and the individual change agents who support them.
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